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IntroDUCtIon

Fog in the Channel

When I was a boy, my grandfather told me – over and over again – 
that when he’d been my age, weather reports used to say ‘Fog in the 
Channel – Continent cut off ’ (Figure 0.1). Like so many jokes, the 
humour was in the ambiguity. Was Grandad saying the country had 
gone to the dogs? or that the english were comically self-important? 
or both? or neither? he never told. But forty-odd years on from the 
last time he shared it, the joke feels edgier. on 23 June 2016 the United 
Kingdom voted to leave the european Union. Before the week was 
out, the prime minister had fallen (the third of  four Conservative 
premiers in a row to go over europe), the Labour party’s Members of  
parliament had voted no confidence in their own leader and $2 trillion 
of  the world’s wealth had evaporated. not funny.

I decided to write a book about what had happened the morning 
after the referendum. I knew that hundreds of  other authors would 
be making or had already made similar decisions, and the first books 
on Brexit in fact appeared within weeks. What made me think this 
one was worth writing anyway was that I suspected it would be rather 
different from the rest. Most Brexit books focus on just the seven 
years between David Cameron’s announcement that he favoured a 
referendum in 2013 and Britain’s actual departure in 2020. some go 
back to 1973, when Britain joined the european economic Commu-
nity, a few to the late 1940s, when the first practical plans for european 
federation were floated, and a handful start with the reformation or 
spanish armada in the sixteenth century. My claim here is that none 
of  this is enough. only when we look at the entire 10,000 years since 
rising, post-ice-age oceans began physically separating the British Isles 
from the european Continent do we see the larger patterns that have 
driven, and continue to drive, British history.

I am not suggesting that we will find foreign-policy 
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2  Geography Is Destiny

recommendations or eternal truths about englishness etched in the 
rocks of  stonehenge. archaeologists rightly mock people who say 
such silly things. however, it is only on a multi-millennium timescale 
that the forces driving Britain’s relationships with europe and the 
wider world make themselves clear. only when we put the facts into 
this framework do we see why Brexit seems so compelling to some, 
so appalling to others and where it might lead next.

Looking at the long run is hardly a new idea. Back in 1944 the 
part-time historian Winston Churchill advised that ‘the longer you 
can look back, the farther you can look forward’. however, decades 
then passed before full-time historians took much notice of  his 
advice. only since the early 2000s have historians really warmed to 
what we nowadays call ‘big (or deep) history’, studying trends span-
ning millennia and affecting the entire planet. Most big-history work, 
including several books of  my own, pulls back from the details of  
what happened in particular times and places in order to tell a story 
at the planetary scale. here, by contrast, I want to turn the telescope 
around, zooming in from the global to the local. history, after all, is 
made by real people, and the broad-brushstroke stuff  isn’t worth the 

Figure 0.1. reg philips (1906–1980), steelworker, humourist and 
occasional geographer, as he looked in the early 1930s.
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 Introduction 3

pixels it’s written in unless it helps us make sense of  life as we actu-
ally live it. so, my plan here is to use the methods of  big history to 
put post-Brexit Britain into the context of  post-ice-age Britain’s multi-
millennium relationship with europe and the wider world.

even now, three-quarters of  a century after Churchill, looking 
at the long term remains a minority activity. When, for instance, 
the highly respected historian David edgerton said in his excellent 
book The Rise and Fall of  the British Nation that ‘Brexit is a recent phe-
nomenon, with causes in the here and now’, having ‘nothing to do 
with deep history’, he set off  no storm of  controversy; but I think he 
should have done. In what follows, I will try to show that Brexit in fact 
has everything to do with deep history, that only a long-term, large-
scale perspective can make sense of  it and that big history can even 
show us what Brexit might mean in the coming century.

The Thing Least Spoken Of

two months and a day after the Brexit referendum, nigel Farage, 
leader of  the fiercely anti-european United Kingdom Independence 
party (UKIp), surfaced in the unlikely setting of  Jackson, Mississippi. 
he was there to speak in support of  the republican presidential can-
didate Donald trump, even though, according to Britain’s staunchly 
pro-european newspaper the Guardian, ‘a quick survey of  the crowd 
at random showed that eight in 10 people had never heard of  Farage 
or Brexit’. Undeterred, Farage explained that trump had invited 
him because UKIp had galvanised millions of  ordinary people who 
‘believed [that] by going out and voting for Brexit they could take 
back control of  their country, take back control of  their borders and 
get back their pride and self-respect’ – much as trump saw himself  
doing in the United states.

Farage had been consistent throughout his campaign. Brexit was 
really about five things: identity (that is, who the British thought 
they were), mobility (who was moving into, out of  and around the 
British Isles), prosperity (how rich the islanders were and how their 
riches were shared), security (how safe they were from violence) and 
sovereignty (who made the rules). among these, Farage insisted, 
‘immigration was the absolute key’. nothing else – not even cash 
– came close. ‘Where we struck the chord’, he explained, ‘is yeah, 
our GDp may be going up through mass immigration, but who’s 
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4  Geography Is Destiny

benefiting? It’s the big businesses getting cheap labour who are ben-
efiting [… and there are] things in life that matter more than money.’

his audience liked what they heard. ‘you’ve got to control the 
borders’, a nurse from nearby Florence, Mississippi, assured the 
Guardian’s reporter. ‘they say one in 50,000 [immigrants] might be 
a terrorist. But if  I give you a jar of  50,000 M&Ms and tell you one 
is cyanide, are you going to take a big handful?’ a good question, 
even if  calculations by the libertarian Cato Institute suggest that the 
chance of  a migrant turning out to be a terrorist is actually more like 
one in 29 million. What Farage saw, better than most, was that facts 
mattered less to the argument than values. the real question was not 
who the British were but who they ought to be, not who was moving 
in and out, getting rich or poor, being violent or telling Britons what 
to do but who should be doing all these things.

plenty of  people thought Farage was wrong. to the business 
website Forbes.com there seemed to be just three issues, not Farage’s 
five, and while Fortune magazine agreed that five questions mattered, 
it chose five different ones. the BBC saw eight issues, the Independ-
ent and Sun newspapers ten each and the aggressively anti-european 
Daily Mail no fewer than twenty. not to be outdone, the europhile 
novelist philip pullman assured the Guardian after the vote that ‘this 
catastrophe has had a thousand causes’. exit polls suggested that even 
this was an underestimate: some people voted to go because they 
thought staying would win anyway; plenty claimed not to know why 
they voted as they did; and, defying all logic, 7 per cent of  Farage’s 
own party opposed leaving the european Union. after subjecting a 
dozen years’ worth of  opinion polls to a battery of  statistical tests, 
the political scientists harold D. Clarke, Matthew Goodwin and paul 
Whiteley concluded in their book Brexit: Why Britain Voted to Leave 
the European Union that ‘the narrow Brexit decision […] reflected a 
complex and cross-cutting mix of  calculations, emotions and cues’. 
they are clearly right; and yet Farage was right too, that his five 
factors captured enough of  the issues people were thinking about for 
him to win.

In fact, Farage seems to have been righter than he knew. Big 
history suggests that identity, mobility, prosperity, security and sov-
ereignty were not just the top concerns in 2016: they have always 
been what people worry about. In one of  the oldest surviving 
written accounts of  Britain the roman writer tacitus assures us 
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that the locals were already arguing over them 2,000 years ago. as 
rome dragged Britannia into its empire, says tacitus, some Britons 
rejoiced in the sophistication and splendour brought by their violent 
conquerors while others saw everything Continental as decadent by 
definition. rome exerted all its charms and soft power to make sure 
that the former viewpoint won out over the latter. as a result, tacitus 
explains, ‘Instead of  loathing the Latin language, [Britons] became 
eager to speak it well. In the same way, our [rome’s] national dress 
came into favour, and the toga was everywhere to be seen.’ however, 
he adds – sounding for all the world as though he were channelling 
the Daily Mail – although ‘the unsuspecting Britons called such nov-
elties civilisation’, wiser men saw that ‘they were in fact just part of  
their enslavement’.

In some ways not much has changed since then. In the first 
century as much as the twenty-first, Britons who embraced a wider 
world tended to think their own views were broad and enlightened 
whereas their opponents’ were narrow and ignorant, while those who 
preferred the local to the global saw themselves as broad and demo-
cratic and their rivals as narrow and elitist. ‘they’re stupid, they’re 
old, they’re backward, they’re racist’ is how Farage claimed that 
cosmopolitan elites saw his (and, for that matter, Donald trump’s) 
supporters in 2016. since antiquity, europhiles have dreaded being 
dragged into the abyss by peasants with pitchforks while europhobes 
have resented being told what to do by cliques of  know-it-alls. pro-
europeans mocked Michael Gove, a former secretary of  state for 
education, when he told a television interviewer three weeks before 
the referendum that ‘people in this country have had enough of  
experts’, but he was speaking from a script written millennia earlier.

In other ways, however, everything has changed. Britons think 
quite differently about identity, mobility, prosperity, security and sov-
ereignty nowadays from the way they did in Churchill’s day, let alone 
in Queen Victoria’s, raleigh and Drake’s or Julius Caesar’s. Why so? 
Because, the big-history perspective seems to show, something else – 
something much deeper – ultimately determines how humans think 
about all five of  these forces. that something else is geography.

In a sense, everyone already knows this. asked in 2010 to name his 
favourite childhood book, the then prime minister, David Cameron, 
plumped for Our Island Story, henrietta Marshall’s engaging 1905 
account of  how insularity made the British (or, as she usually put 
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6  Geography Is Destiny

it, english) character. In full agreement, the historian robert tombs 
opens his fascinating book This Sovereign Isle with the self-evident 
truth that ‘Geography comes before history. Islands cannot have the 
same history as continental plains.’ Quite so; yet there is more to 
geography than Cameron, Marshall or tombs acknowledges. While 
Britain’s physical form has changed rather little for thousands of  
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 Introduction 7

years, with its coasts, rivers and mountains still more or less where 
they were when stonehenge (Figure 0.2) was built, what that geog-
raphy means has changed massively. the long-term view suggests 
that the geography’s meaning consistently depends on two things: 
technology, especially the branches connected with travel and com-
munication; and organisation, especially the kinds that allow people 
to use new technologies effectively. Because technology and organi-
sation are constantly changing, so too is the meaning of  geography, 
which, as it changes, transforms the meanings of  identity, mobility, 
prosperity, security and sovereignty too. Brexit was just the latest 
round in an ancient argument about what Britain’s geography means.

Farage (and almost every politician since roman times) empha-
sised identity, mobility, prosperity, security and sovereignty because 
these are the main ways we directly experience the effects of  geog-
raphy. they are therefore what most of  us, most of  the time, care 
about, and what politicians, most of  the time, talk about. But if  we 
want to know why these forces affect us as they do, and where they 
might take us next, we have to dig deeper.

the ancient Greek historian thucydides already knew this nearly 
2,500 years ago. the most terrible event of  his own times was a savage 
war that broke out between athens and sparta in 431 bce; but when 
athenians and spartans analysed what was going on, he observed, 
‘the truest cause – the growth of  athenian power and the fear this 
produced among the spartans – was actually the thing least spoken 
of ’. only when he put the events of  his own lifetime into a perspec-
tive stretching back nearly a millennium, to the trojan War, could 
he identify the truest cause. Just so, if  we really want to know why 
Britons voted to leave the european Union in 2016 and what that deci-
sion will mean for the twenty-first century, we have to confront the 
thing least spoken of.

Three Maps

Like most geographical stories, mine is best told through maps. three 
of  them will do the bulk of  the work, each representing one of  the 
three broad stages through which Britain’s relationship with europe 
and the wider world has gone in the last eight millennia.

the first stage was by far the longest, filling a good 7,500 of  these 
years. Figure 0.3, a map painted roughly seven centuries ago by a 
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8  Geography Is Destiny

Figure 0.3. the hereford Map, painted by richard of  haldingham and 
Lafford soon after 1300 ce. Following medieval conventions, the east 

(where Jesus would come again) is at the top, and the circle at the centre 
marks Jerusalem. the British Isles are the blobs squeezed in at the bottom 

left. richard’s map gives a good sense of  the stage on which Britain’s 
story was set in the 7,500 years between its separation from the Continent 

around 6000 bce and John Cabot’s trip to newfoundland in 1497 ce.
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man named richard of  haldingham and Lafford, sums it up nicely. 
the map is big, more than 1.5 m across, and now hangs in a delightful 
display in a cloister of  hereford Cathedral. Much about it is pecu-
liar to richard’s time and place, such as the conventions of  putting 
east at the top, because that was where Jesus was expected to return, 
and Jerusalem in the middle, because that, of  course, was the centre 
of  the Christian world. Many of  its details, however, would have 
made just as much sense at any time in the previous 7,500 years as in 
 richard’s own age.

Chief  among them is the smallness of  richard’s world. symme-
try required that a circular map with Jerusalem at its centre include 
africa and asia, but as we move towards the top and right, details 
become thinner and more fanciful while sketches of  mythical mon-
sters multiply to fill in the blank spaces. For richard, as for everyone 
who lived before him, Britain’s stage was european and above all west 
european, limited to the lower left quadrant of  the map.

next, richard saw Britain as being intimately involved with 
europe. he drew the english Channel and north sea no wider than 
the rivers rhine or seine and narrower than the nile. he certainly 
knew that the waters between Britain and the Continent could be 
dangerous; as recently as 1120, european politics had been capsized 
when a ship carrying the heir to the english throne went down in the 
Channel (admittedly, the crew had been roaring drunk). yet richard 
also knew that for every drowning there were hundreds of  uneventful 
crossings. the Channel and north sea were highways not barriers; 
Britain’s proximity to europe trumped its insularity.

Most striking of  all, while richard saw Britain as an actor on a 
european stage, he put it in the wings, not front and centre. Bigger, 
richer lands in the Mediterranean and Middle east – Italy, egypt, Iraq, 
India – hogged the limelight. as we will see in the next few chap-
ters, this was how it had been for millennia. For good and also for ill, 
every great transformation – from the coming of  humans through 
the arrival of  farming, metallurgy, writing, governments, empires 
and Christianity – had begun far away, on the other side of  the here-
ford Map. each such upheaval created imbalances between the places 
where they began and everyone else, and the imbalances then evened 
out across space.

Just how this worked has been one of  the enduring questions for 
archaeologists and historians. antiseptic words like ‘imbalances’ and 
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‘evening out’ cover multitudes of  sins. ‘Imbalances’ were in reality 
inequalities between societies, involving everything from wealth, 
knowledge and resources to numbers, efficiency and violence. some-
times ‘evening out’ involved creativity and triumphs of  the human 
spirit; at other times it was a matter of  terror and slaughter. We will 
see multiple kinds of  imbalance and versions of  evening out in the 
chapters that follow, but one central fact is clear. For the first 7,500 
years of  their history the British Isles were pretty much the last place 
that goods, institutions, ideas and values invented on the other side of  
the map ended up, after arriving everywhere else first.

‘ended up’ is the right term, because beyond Britain there was 
no more map. so far as richard was concerned, the atlantic ocean 
was the edge of  the world. to be sure, plenty of  europeans in his 
day knew this was not actually true; in the three centuries leading 
up to richard’s time, global warming had made the north atlan-
tic sufficiently passable for Vikings to sail all the way from norway 
to newfoundland. But richard, like most educated men of  his day, 
didn’t much care. his ideas about geography came mostly from 
Greek and roman writers, who harboured few doubts that, once out 
of  sight of  europe’s shores, sailors just fell off  the edge of  everything. 
‘past Cádiz, into the darkness, we must not go!’ the poet pindar had 
warned Greeks in the 470s bce. ‘What lies beyond is not to be trodden, 
either by the wise or the unwise’; and the fearless few who ignored 
him generally either came home disappointed or did not come home 
at all. there was, the roman geographer strabo concluded five cen-
turies later, no there there – just ‘destitution and loneliness, while the 
sea goes on’.

the hereford Map would have made complete sense to pindar 
and strabo, and, indeed, to almost anyone else in the seventy-odd 
centuries before richard painted it. It still made sense nearly two 
centuries after him, when another richard, england’s third king of  
that name, was hacked to pieces on Bosworth Field in 1485. another 
century after that, though, when shakespeare wrote his play Richard 
III, the hereford Map was beginning to look obsolete. ‘all the world’s 
a stage’, the Bard assured the english (in As You Like It), and he was 
right. the curtain had risen on a new act in the drama, in which 
Britain effectively travelled from the edge of  the earth to its centre. 
By 1902, when the geographer and explorer halford Mackinder drew 
the second of  the maps that sum up my story (Figure 0.4), Britain’s 
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stage had expanded to take in most of  the planet, and the country had 
recast itself  in the leading role.

two things had happened since richard of  haldingham and Laf-
ford’s day. the first, beginning while richard III’s wounds were still 
fresh, was that europeans began building ships that could fairly reli-
ably cross oceans and come back again. the atlantic was just as wide 
as it had ever been, but instead of  being a barrier it was now turning 
into a highway to the world.

portuguese, Italian and spanish sailors were the first to burst 
the hereford Map’s boundaries ( John Cabot, the first ‘englishman’ 
known to have set foot in america, was actually a Venetian adven-
turer named Zuan Chaboto who had settled in Bristol). the reason 
it is england at the centre of  Mackinder’s Map, rather than portugal, 
Italy or spain (or even France or the netherlands), is that the english 
excelled at combining the new maritime technology with new kinds 

Figure 0.4. Mackinder’s Map. Between 1500 and 1700 ce Britain replaced 
Jerusalem as the centre of  the world, turned the oceans into highways 
and closed the english Channel. yet by 1902, when halford Mackinder 

summed up the new world order in this map, it was already passing away.
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12  Geography Is Destiny

of  organisation. ever since the Isles became islands, their proxim-
ity to the Continent had always trumped their insularity, because 
anyone who could reach the French side of  the Channel could cross 
it to reach england too. the hereford Map turned into Mackinder’s 
because governments in London found ways to build fleets strong 
enough to prevent this. the Channel remained as narrow as ever, but 
if  a royal navy could deny its use to enemies, insularity would trump 
proximity. philip II of  spain, Louis XIV and napoleon in France and 
hitler in Germany all learned that if  the Isles commanded the seas, 
the 34 km between Dover and Calais might as well be a million.

It is no accident that shakespeare was the first writer, in the 1590s, 
to call england a

… precious stone set in the silver sea,
Which serves it in the office of  a wall
Or as a moat defensive to a house,
Against the envy of  less happier lands, 
This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England.

Chaucer and Malory never said anything like this, because it would 
simply have made no sense in the 1390s or 1490s. only in shakespeare’s 
day did english governments start to become organised enough 
to turn the Channel into a moat defensive, and over the following 
century they pulled off  one of  the most audacious strategic pivots 
in history. In effect, they swapped their minor part on a european 
stage for the starring role on an atlantic one; and, secure behind their 
wooden walls, they united the whole British Isles into a single state 
ruled from London while simultaneously creating an intercontinental 
empire.

For thousands of  years imbalances of  all kinds had been evening 
out from their Middle eastern and Mediterranean starting-points 
until they reached Britain, but now Britain became the place from 
which people, goods and ideas rolled downhill. Britons pushed aside 
or exterminated populations in north america, australia and (less 
completely) new Zealand, and, for good measure, took control of  
everything from Cairo to the Cape and aden to singapore. even 
 Jerusalem, the heart of  the hereford Map, was run by British officials 
for thirty years.

this was one of  the most astonishing achievements in world 
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history, but – and this cannot be emphasised enough – it was also 
short-lived. Britain bestrode the world like a colossus, but only for 3 
per cent of  its 8,000-year history, as opposed to the 95-plus per cent of  
that history in which Britain was more like europe’s poor cousin. My 
grandad was born in 1906, only four years after Mackinder drew his 
map, but by the time Grandad died, in 1980, Mackinder’s cartography 
was as out of  date as richard of  haldingham’s.

the first act of  Britain’s drama, which took the hereford Map as 
its stage, gave way to the second between 1500 and 1700, because ships 
that could cross entire oceans dragged much of  the world on to a new 
stage, which Britain came to dominate. During Grandad’s lifetime 
the second act, performed on Mackinder’s Map, gave way to a third 
for similar reasons. new technologies – telegraph lines and oil-fired 
engines, container ships and jet planes, satellites and the internet – 
shrank space even more than sixteenth-century galleons had done. 
Just as had happened in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
people responded by creating new organisations – the United nations, 
World trade organization and, of  course, european Union – to take 
advantage of  the changed meanings of  geography. across the last 
hundred years the novel technologies and institutions have tied so 
much of  the world together, making the stage so big and so crowded 
with actors, that Britain has been shoved out of  the limelight.

some theorists like to say that our new, networked world no 
longer has centres and peripheries like the stages of  the first two acts, 
but the third of  my maps (Figure 0.5) suggests otherwise. this is a 
clever (if  slightly disorienting) piece of  cartography, allocating space 
to each nation in proportion to how much of  the world’s wealth 
it generates* rather than the physical area it occupies. this Money 
Map shows that the planet now has three centres: in north america, 
Western europe and east asia. rather than being king of  the hill, as 
it was in act II, Britain finds itself  perched at the edge of  one of  the 
three modern mountains of  money. actors in Beijing, Brussels and 
Washington, DC, are the ones who matter most on this new stage. 
the english Channel and the oceans are still there, but are no longer 
moats defensive. they have been shrunk to insignificance by preci-
sion-guided missiles and almost instantaneous information flows.

* as calculated by the United nations in 2018 at purchasing power parity rate, 
which compensates for differences between countries in the cost of  living.
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If  the rise of  european and american mountains of  money 
around 1900 twisted Mackinder’s Map out of  shape, the rise of  the 
Chinese mountain since 2000 burst its bounds altogether. ‘the size 
of  China’s displacement of  the world balance is such that the world 
must find a new balance’, singapore’s prime minister, Lee Kuan yew, 
observed in 2012. ‘It is not possible to pretend that this is just another 
big player. This is the biggest player in the history of  the world.’

Geography’s new meanings have overturned established ideas 
about identity, mobility, prosperity, security and sovereignty. the 
changes are roiling not just Britain but the entire West. For a quarter 
of  a millennium the nations around the north atlantic have been the 
world’s centre of  gravity. Life was not easy for everyone in the West 
(my grandad, a steelworker, knew this well), but even so, it was easier 
– especially for white, middle-class men – than for anyone else. only 
in the last thirty years has that really begun changing. Life remains 
easier in the West than for the rest, but not by as much as it used to 
be. Fifty years from now, it may no longer be easier at all. the West’s 
superiority no longer feels effortless. the world is more competitive; 
old ways of  doing things cannot be relied on. no wonder Westerners 
are anxious.

Figure 0.5. the Money Map: three mountains of  money in north 
america, Western europe and east asia dominate everything. this 
disorienting map allocates to each country an area proportional to 
the amount of  the world’s wealth it generated in 2018. Britain still 

has a speaking part on this new stage, but is no longer the star.
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In the 1930s, while the curtain was still coming down on Mack-
inder’s Map, the great British novelist George orwell already worried 
that the end of  empire would ‘reduce england to a cold and unim-
portant little island where we should all have to work very hard and 
live mainly on herrings and potatoes’. that didn’t happen: Britain 
still boasts the world’s sixth- or ninth-biggest economy (depend-
ing on how we count) and probably its fifth-strongest fleet (behind 
the United states, China, russia and Japan), and is one of  just nine 
nuclear powers. It has the second-largest haul of  nobel prizes on the 
planet, and in 2018 the soft power 30 index ranked it number one in 
the world for its ‘ability to achieve objectives through attraction and 
persuasion’. (It lost the top spot to France in 2019, having been made 
less appealing by interminable Brexit wrangling.) Britain remains a 
major actor, even if  it no longer stands centre stage. the royal navy 
cannot defend the home islands’ shores or commerce. the empire is 
gone, most of  Ireland is gone and in 2014 scotland came within half  
a million votes of  going too.

a generation after orwell, the american secretary of  state, Dean 
acheson, caused outrage by musing that ‘Great Britain has lost an 
empire and has not yet found a role’. two generations after acheson, 
the search is still on. should Britain be sheltering in the shadow of  the 
american mountain? or would it do better somewhere on the slopes 
below Brussels? or climbing up towards Beijing? alternatively, could 
it carve out an independent path between the three peaks? or then 
again, could it collaborate with the old english-speaking Common-
wealth to heap up a fourth hill of  its own? or try to play several of  
these roles at the same time? or even write itself  an entirely new role?

By 2016 Britons faced a burning question, but the one on the 
ballot that summer – ‘should the United Kingdom remain a member 
of  the european Union or leave the european Union?’ – was not it. 
seen from a big-history perspective, the Brexit debate has simply been 
a distraction. the twenty-first century will be about Beijing, not Brus-
sels. the real question is where Britain – and, for that matter, the rest 
of  the West – will fit best on a world stage that is tilting eastwards.

A Fourth Map

one of  the things that makes this question so difficult to answer is 
that there is arguably no such thing as ‘Britain’. there are 6,390 or so 
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separate islands off  europe’s north-west coast, about 150 of  which 
are currently inhabited; and while geography unites their destinies, it 
also divides them. I therefore want to introduce a fourth map (Figure 
0.6), which will have as much claim on our attention in what follows 
as my first three.

no two isles are exactly the same, but a pair of  divisions have 
been particularly important. the most obvious is between the two 
largest islands, Ireland and Great Britain (that is, england/scotland/
Wales). rising sea levels after the Ice age put water between Ireland 
and scotland around 9000 bce, but the land that became Ireland had 
been geologically distinct from Great Britain for millions of  years 
before that. Ireland forms a kind of  basin, with old sandstone and 
granite uplands in the north and south ringing a sandy, clayey, boggy 
and lake-filled depression in the middle.

the second geographical fault line runs through Great Britain, 
roughly from the mouth of  the river exe in Devon to that of  the esk 
in yorkshire. It divides the low-lying, warm and dry (by British stand-
ards, anyway) south-east, with its fertile fields of  soft, young soils, 
from the older, harder slate and shale uplands of  the colder, wetter 
north and west. there is a wonderful description of  this bound-
ary in one of  Jan struther’s Mrs Miniver essays (for my money, the 
most english – or perhaps I should say the most south-eastern and 
upper-middle-class – stories ever written). Motoring north across the 
exe–esk line in the 1930s, she said, brought her family

out of  the plain at last and climbing up into a completely dif-
ferent country, a country of  small steep tumbled fields, rough 
stone walls, crying sheep, skirling plover, and lonely farmhouses 
sheltered by clumps of  sycamore […] presently the bones of  the 
earth began breaking through the grass in rocky scars and out-
crops; and higher still there were no fields at all, but only the 
bare moors.

that is exactly it.
Geography is unfair: other things being equal, the populations 

living on north and west Britain’s thin soils and Ireland’s heavy, wet 
ones have always been smaller and poorer than those on south-east 
Britain’s fertile soils – which, in turn, have been smaller and poorer 
than the populations on the even better soils of  the West european 
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Figure 0.6. rocks of  ages: the three major geographical zones of  
the British Isles – the fertile lowlands of  south-eastern Britain, the 
poorer highlands of  the north and west and the basin of  Ireland. 

Land more than 200 m above sea level is shown in grey.
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mainland. as early as 1932, when British archaeology was just getting 
going, the pioneer Cyril Fox saw what this meant. ‘It is the tragedy of  
British prehistory and history’, he explained, ‘and the key thereto, that 
the most habitable and most easily conquerable areas are adjacent to 
shores whence invaders are most likely to come.’ the consequence, 
he concluded, was that ‘In the Lowland [south-east] of  Britain new 
cultures of  continental origin tend to be imposed on earlier or abo-
riginal culture. In the highland [north and west], on the other hand, 
these tend to be absorbed by the older culture.’ thus has geography 
driven identity, mobility, prosperity, security and sovereignty. Most of  
the time england’s history has been about dealing with what comes 
its way from the Continent, while that of  Wales, the north and the 
West Country, of  scotland and of  Ireland, has been about dealing 
with what comes their way from england.

I grew up in the Midlands city of  stoke-on-trent, just above the 
line dividing the south-east from the north and west. It is a betwixt-
and-between kind of  place in what geographers call the Midland 
Gap, a 50-km-wide valley between Wales’s Cambrian Mountains and 
northern england’s pennine range – definitely not south-eastern but 
not exactly northern or western either, and in the 2016 referendum 
a whopping 69 per cent of  people in stoke-on-trent voted to go. 
Journalists took to calling stoke the ‘Brexit capital’. When the par-
liamentary seat for stoke Central (where I’d lived as a teenager) fell 
vacant in 2017, UKIp fancied its chances so much that paul nuttall, 
who had just replaced nigel Farage as party leader, stood for it 
himself. he lost (the seat had gone Labour in every election since its 
creation in 1950; only in 2019 did it turn, to the tories), but still picked 
up a quarter of  the votes.

I left stoke-on-trent in 1978, and have now passed more than half  
my life overseas, chiefly in Chicago and California. Whether that has 
broadened my perspective on Britain’s place in the world or left me 
hopelessly out of  touch, you will be the judge; but I also spent much 
of  the year leading up to the 2016 referendum as a visiting profes-
sor at the London school of  economics, tucked away among the 
monuments, theatres and restaurants of  the Borough of  Westmin-
ster.* this has to be one of  the most international neighbourhoods 

* I would once again like to thank Manny roman, arne Westad and Mick Cox for 
inviting me, emilia Knight, Bastiaan Bouwman, Christopher Coker and everyone 
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on earth (students kept telling me that Lse stood for Learn to speak 
english), a place where ideas about identity, mobility, prosperity, secu-
rity and sovereignty seem to share more with san Francisco than with 
stoke-on-trent. exactly reversing my home town’s vote in 2016, 69 
per cent of  Westminsterians wanted to stay.

so different are the regions in Figure 0.6 that we might hesitate to 
lump them together under the label ‘British’. Between 1916 and 1923, 
at least 5,000 people died in bloody disagreements about whether 
Ireland was British, and in my own lifetime another 3,500 have been 
killed – more than in the 11 september attacks on the United states – 
over whether even Ireland’s north-east corner should be considered 
so. In earlier centuries, more still died in similar arguments over scot-
land and Wales.

not surprisingly, plenty of  people shun the B-word altogether. 
the journalist eddie holt even suggested in 2006, only partly in jest, 
that since ‘the islands in question are huddled around a body of  water 
[…] known as the Irish sea, it seems only common sense to take the 
logical leap. nobody, surely, could have any difficulty with the Irish 
Isles?’ to avoid such arguments, officials in Dublin and London speak 
just of  ‘these islands’ when they draw up joint documents. the histo-
rian norman Davies, having written a fine thousand-page monograph 
about this part of  the world, says he toyed with ‘the British and Irish 
Isles’, ‘europe’s offshore Islands’ and the ‘anglo-Celtic archipelago’ 
as titles, before settling on the studiedly neutral The Isles.

I often borrow Davies’s term in this book, but also use ‘Britain’ 
and ‘British Isles’ as shorthand for the entire archipelago. I have two 
reasons for this. First, the names are just so familiar that avoiding them 
feels pedantic. they go back to the oldest surviving discussion, written 
around 330 bce, in which the Greek philosopher aristotle (or perhaps 
one of  his pupils) says that ‘the two biggest islands, albion [Great 
Britain] and Ierne [Ireland], are called the British Isles’. the Greek 
word he uses, Brettanikai, probably came from a Celtic word, Pretani, 
meaning ‘the painted ones’ or ‘tattooed people’. Because some Britons 
were still dyeing themselves when Julius Caesar came and saw them 
in 55 bce, romans took to calling the province they created in modern 

else at Lse IDeas for making my visits to London so engaging and entertaining, 
and the students in my seminars, especially Jared McKinney and Jeff  Kempler, for 
their insights and company.
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england and Wales ‘Britannia’. no author mentions skin painting 
after about 100 ce or tattoos after 400, but the name stuck.

the second, and more important, reason is that despite all the 
ways in which geography divides the Isles, its unifying force is ulti-
mately greater. Calling the islands ‘British’ no more implies that all 
6,390 of  them should be ruled from London than that the people 
who live in them should still be painting themselves blue. the shared 
label ‘British’ just acknowledges a fundamental fact, forced on us by 
geography: that, much as they might quarrel, the people of  the Isles 
are all in this together.

A Road Map

as historians have been doing since thucydides’ day, I make my case 
by telling a story, showing how one thing led to another. I begin in 
the centuries leading up to 6000 bce, when rising seas were separat-
ing the Isles from the Continent. the first half  of  the book (part I, 
‘the hereford Map’) takes us to 1497 ce, when Cabot showed that 
the  hereford Map was not in fact the whole stage; and its main point 
is that Britain’s history was always driven by the geographical fact of  
being a cluster of  islands at the Continent’s furthest edge.

part II, ‘Mackinder’s Map’, looks at how the roles open to Britain 
were revolutionised as its stage expanded to take in the atlantic and 
Indian oceans. this takes nearly one-third of  the book, although the 
years it describes – 1497–1945 – comprise barely one-fortieth of  our 
story. this was, in many ways, the most extraordinary part of  Britain’s 
history, but that is not the only reason for the disproportion. Brexi-
teers often talked in 2016 as if  Mackinder’s Map were somehow the 
world’s natural state, to which it would default once Britain shed its 
Continental entanglements. But that thinking was mistaken. Geog-
raphy had to take on very particular meanings for Mackinder’s Map 
to be possible, and by 1945 those meanings had passed away for ever.

part III, ‘the Money Map’, covers just one and a half  centuries, 
and even that only by dint of  devoting much of  Chapter 11 to things 
that haven’t happened yet. I make no attempt here to refight the 2016 
referendum. Instead, I ask what the 10,000-year-long logic governing 
Britain’s place in the world tells us about where the Isles will go next 
– because, while the past is not a very good guide to the future, it’s 
the only one we’ve got.
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